"Go Your Own Way" Fleetwood Mac Memorial Singles Hoe-Down
Playoff Round 2

1. She was educated at Wellesley College in Massachusetts and later taught there in the late 1800s. Among her many works
are The College Beautiful in 1887 and 1926's The Pilgrim Ship, but she is much more famous for the poem that she wrote in
1911 that became America's best-known hymn. FfP, name this educator and author of "America the Beautiful."
Answer: Katherine Lee Bates
2. In 1914 the U.S. negotiated a treaty giving it an option on a canal route from this body of water through Nicaragua to the
Caribbean as well as the right to maintain a naval base in this gulf. A long-standing boundary dispute was resolved in 1992
when EI Salvador was awarded the islands of Meanguera and Meanguerita and Honduras the IsI.a el Tigre. FfP identify this
large inlet of the Pacific Ocean on the coast of Central America.
Answer: Gulf of Fonseca
3. It was founded by members of the American Anti-Slavery Society in Warsaw New York. Its first presidential candidate
James G. Birney received 7,069 votes in 1840, but he received over 60,000 votes in 1844. In 1847 it nominated John Parker
Hale; however, he withdrew from the race early in 1848. FfP, name this political party whose merger with anti-slavery
democrats and Whigs led Hale to withdraw.
Answer: Liberty Party
4. Secondary characters include Mr. Trefry and Colonel Martin. The novel ends with the title character thrown into a fire,
only to have his ears, nose, and arms chopped off in progression. It details his love of two women, Imoinda and his wife,
Clemene, who he kills. The work is loosely based on the author's real life experiences in Suriname and is intended to be a
protest against the institution of slavery. FfP, what is this work, subtitled The Royal Slave, written by Apra Behn ?
Answer: Oroonoko, (accept "The Royal Slave" on an early buzz)

(

5. This work is published by a pseudonymous editor who tells how he has come upon the papers quite by accident. The
impression given by the title that the aesthetic and ethical life-views represent an exhaustive choice is disturbed by a
concluding sermon passed on to the hedonist by the functionary on the theme that before God we are always in the wrong.
The work portrays two life-views, one consciously hedonistic, the other ethical in a way which Hegelians would recongize
except that the choice of the ethical is a personal one, not the outcome of a philosophical insight. FfP, identify this 1843
work of Soren Kierkegaard.
Answer: Either/Or
6. Born in 1925, he was a prominent figure in postmodernism; advocated an unorthodox, mannered, eclectic, and humorous
architecture; and emphasized the validity and vitality of American roadside strip buildings and advertising. His influential
books include "Complexity and Contradiction in Modern Architecture" and "Learning from Las Vegas." FfP, identify this
American architect whose work includes the Humanities and Social Sciences Building at the State University of New York
and Guild House in his native Philadelphia.
Answer: Robert Venturi
7. He is just out of school, little more than nineteen years old, and feels bewildered when the trenches were quiet and the
men sat in groups talking about what they would do when the war ended, since he had no occupation to return to. During one
attack a French soldier leaped into the hole he was in and this main character stabbed him; after what seemed many hours the
soldier was still alive and he tried to relieve his pain, but his conscience becomes tormented after the soldier dies. Among his
companions are Kat, Detering, Haie Westhus, Tjaden, Leer, Muller, and Albert Kropp. In October, 1918, on a day when the
army communique reported that all was quiet on the western front, a stray bullet hit him, and he died. FTP, identify this main
character of a 1928 novel by Erich Maria Remarque.
Answer:

Paul_ Baumer

(accept either)
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8. Taking advantage of the revolutionary crisis precipitated by the English victory over France at Poitiers, the peasantry
sought revenge on their oppressors, particularly the nobility. This uprising, initiated by a minor clash between some peasants
and soldiers near Beauvais, swiftly spread to various parts of northeastern France. Supported by the burghers in some areas,
the peasants sacked and burned numerous castles and killed a number of nobles, until Royalist forces under Charles II, king
of Navarre, then captain general of Paris, decisively defeated an army of peasants on June 10 near Meaux, killing about 7000
. and crushing the uprising. FTP, identify this uprising of French peasants in l358.

Jacguerie

Answer:

9. His early sympathies with the Puritans led him to immigrate to America in 1635, and the following year he was chosen
governor of Massachusetts. His advocacy of religious tolerance cost him his popularity, and he returned to England in 1637.
There he served as joint treasurer of the navy from 1639 to 1641 and was knighted in 1640. In 1643 he was the English
Parliament's chief negotiator of the Solemn League and Covenant with Scotland. After the execution of Charles, he became a
leading figure in the Commonwealth and an intimate Oliver Cromwell. FTP, identify this English statesman, who, after the
restoration of Charles II as king in 1660, was suspected of having plotted with General John Lambert to institute a
dictatorship, and was imprisoned and executed for treason in 1662.
Answer: Sir Henry Vane
Vi

10. He developed a method of algebraic notation that freed him to incorporate any number of unknowns into an equation. He
published his solutions to some well-known problems in a 1674 work whose title translates as _Detailed Explanation of
Mathematical Method_. His work anticipated the work of the German mathematician Gottfried Leibniz by a decade. After
studying the trigonometry of the French mathematician and physicist Blaise Pascal; he published a formula involving
determinants in 1712, similar to the 1713 theorem developed by Swiss mathematician Jakob Bernoulli. FTP, who was this
Japanese government official and pioneering mathematician of the Edo period?
Answer:

(

Seki

Takakazu

(accept either name; references exist to both first and last)

11. Act Three was left incomplete by the composer's death and wasn't orchestrated until 1977 by Friedrich Cerha. The title
character is a femme fatale who sinks to prostitution and ends up a victim of Jack the Ripper. The music is founded on a
single note-row, from which are derived leitmotiv association with certain characters, which differs from the composer's
Wozzeck where each scene has a formal designation. FTP, identify this opera, first produced in Zurich in 1937, two years
after the death of its composer, Alban Berg.
Answer:

Lulu_

12. He inherited a wide realm stretching from northern Egypt to Persia, and before 652 BC he had expanded this area to
include southern Egypt and western Anatolia. He was one of the rare ancient Middle Eastern rulers who was literate, and his
scribes amassed the fIrst systematically collected library in that area. His royal residences, especially at Nineveh, were
decorated with magnificent reliefs depicting scenes of war, wild-animal hunts, and everyday palace life. In 652 BC, a revolt
led by his brother gained widespread support among his far-flung empire, and the decline of that empire is traced to the effort
undertaken to suppress that revolt. FTP, identify this last great monarch of the Assyrian Empire.
/
Answer:

Ashurbanipal

l3. The territorial gains that it provided to Russia caused alarm to other nations, and a congress was called at which it was
replaced by the more moderate Treaty of Berlin some four months after this treaty was signed. By its terms the independence
of Serbia, Montenegro, Romania, and Bulgaria was recognized, and Russia obtained the right to occupy Bulgaria for two
years. FTP, identify this 1878 treaty which ended the Russo-Turkish War.
Answer: Treaty of San Stefano

c.)
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14. This process first appeared among Gnostic heretics who had an interest in scripturally justifying their actions. Origen
created the foundation for this typological-allegorical method which lasted until the time of Luther and sought to find the
spiritual, as opposed to the literal, meaning of the scriptures. FfP, give this process whose name is a transliteration from the
Greek meaning the process of bringing out.
Answer: Exegesis
15. It rises at Yellowhead Pass, Alberta, on the western slopes of the Rocky Mountains, and flows northwest in the Rocky
Mountain Trench to Prince George, British Columbia, then south to the Strait of Georgia near Vancouver. The river drains a
huge, scenic area of 84,100 sq mi, receiving the Nechako, Quesnel, Thompson, and ChiIcotin rivers as well as numerous
smaller streams along its 850-mile course. For ten points, identify this river, named for the nineteenth century explorer and
fur trader.
Answer: Simon Fraser Ri ver
16. In 1952 he and Nelson Mandela founded the first black law practice in South Africa. In 1956 he was arrested on charges
of treason and released the foIlowing year. He became the secretary general of the African National Congress in 1955 and the
deputy president to President-General Albert Luthuli in 1958. The government declared the ANC an illegal organization in
1960, and he went abroad, settling in Zambia. While in exile, he became president of the ANC after Luthuli's death in 1967,
though illness forced him to relinquish the presidency in 1991 to Mandela. FfP, identify this South African political leader
most responsible for leading the ANC through its years as an illegal organization.
Answer: Oliver Tambo
17. He is said to have been an intimate friend of Roman general Scipio Africanus the Younger, who associated with
statesmen and men of letters concerned with improving the Latin language. His comedies, produced between 166 and 160
BC, are all based upon original Greek dramas. Of these, The Woman of Andros, The Self-Tonnentor, The Eunuch, and The
Brothers are based on comedies by Greek playwright Menander, and Phonnio and The Mother-in-Law are modeled on
originals by Greek playwright Apollodorus of Carystus. He was born in Carthage and taken to Rome as the slave of a
senator, who educated him and later freed him. FTP, identify this Roman playwright whose plays were forerunners of the
modern comedy of manners.
Answer:

Terence

18. This scientist proposed that the periodic table of elements be listed by atomic numbers, and not by atomic weight. He
also derived the quantitative relationship for spectroscopic data. His spectrum consists of a series of lines that come closer
together towards shorter wavelengths with the absorption lines corresponding to electronic transitions to successively higher
energy levels. FTP, name this Swedish scientist who is best known for describing the constant that is related to the binding
energy between an electron and a nucleon.
Answer: Johannes Rydberg".
Tiebreaker
19. An analysis that asserts that this creates no burden is called Ricardian equivalence, which holds that consumption is
independent of the time of taxation. Thus an increase in current dispensible income precisely offsets an increase in future
taxes. For ten points, what is this quantity, which in the US can be measured in trillions of dollars?
ANSWER: national debt [Prompt on debt, do not accept deficit]
20. According to tradition, Alcaeus was her lover. Another legend holds that because of her unrequited love for the young
boatman Phaon she leaped to her death from a steep rock on the island of Leucas. She invented a verse form, now named for
her, which consists of a four-line stanza in which the first three lines are each 11 syIIables long and the fourth is 5 syIIables
long. FfP, identify this Greek poet, born on Lesbos, whose poetry was so renowned that the Greek philosopher Plato
referred to her two centuries after her death as the tenth muse.
Answer:
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Sappho
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